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From now on, passing the Cisco CCIE certification examination will no longer be a difficult 
thing. By studying BestCiscoDumps CCIE dumps exam questions and answers, you can 
fully understand the topic and layout of CCIE exam. Many IT professionals have easily 
obtained their CCIE certificates through BestCiscoDumps CCIE dumps. 
 
BestCiscodumps CCIE dumps will undoubtedly be amazing. They will track the latest 
situation of the examination room in real time and summarize it through lecturers with many 
years of work experience to ensure that candidates can successfully pass the examination. 
 
Here are some free CCIE dumps exam questions from BestCiscoDumps. In the actual 
CCIE exam, you are likely to see the questions. 
 
Question 1 
Which three challenges of adopting hybrid cloud model are true? (Choose three)  
A. Speed to market  
B. Cloud management  
C. Innovation  
D. Operational cost  
E. Unified user experience  
F. Security  
Correct Answer: BDF 
 
Question 2 
Which PIM multicast type requires IGMPv3 and operates without using rendezvous point 
messages?  
A. PIM-DM  
B. PIM-SM  
C. SSM  
D. BIDIR-PIM  
Correct Answer: A 
 
Question 3 
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Which technology must be enabled on an interface before L2TPv3 can operate correctly?  
A. OSPF  
B. MPLS  
C. CEF  
D. STP  
Correct Answer: C 
 
Question 4 
Refer to the exhibit. Which statement is true?  

 
A. Fast convergence is not configured  
B. BFD and SPF throttling are configured  
C. Only BFD is enabled  
D. BFD, SPF and LSA timers are tuned for faster convergence  
Correct Answer: D 
 
Question 5 
Which values does EIGRP use to determine the metric for a summary address?  
A. A default fixed value  
B. The average of the component metrics  
C. The lowest metric among the component routes  
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D. The highest metric among the component routes  
Correct Answer: C 
 
Question 6 
Which two statements about OSPFv3 are true? (Choose two.)  
A. It supports unicast address families for IPv4 and IPv6.  
B. It supports unicast address families for IPv6 only.  
C. It supports only one address family per instance.  
D. It supports the use of a cluster ID for loop prevention.  
E. It supports multicast address families for IPv4 and IPv6.  
F. It supports multicast address families for IPv6 only.  
Correct Answer: AC 
 
Question 7 
Which two actions can you take to prevent routes from becoming stuck in active? (Choose 
two)  
A. Manually increase the EIGRP metrics on interfaces connected to successors.  
B. Use port channeling to aggregate multiple EIGRP interfaces  
C. Increase the time a router waits before it declares routes stuck in active  
D. Increase the EIGRP K values on low-bandwidth interfaces  
E. Increase the Hello timers on all EIGRP interfaces  
F. Design the network so that it uses the lowest possible number of queries  
Correct Answer: CF 
 
Question 8 
Which markup language is used to format Ansible’s playbook?  
A. NAML  
B. HTML  
C. XML  
D. ADML  
E. YAML  
Correct Answer: E 
 
Question 9 
Which two conditions must be met before IS-IS Level 1 routers will become adjacent? 
(Choose two)  
A. The routers must be in different areas  
B. The routers must be in the same area  
C. The routers must share a common process ID  
D. The routers must share a common Autonomous System Number  
E. The router must share a common network segment  
F. The routers must be configured with the neighbor command  
Correct Answer: BE 
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Question 10 
Which two statement about BGP confederation architecture are true 
A. The intraconfederation EBGP default TTL value between sub-ASes is 1
B. The AS_SET and AS_SEQ components help prevent loops inside a sub-AS
C. The ASN of a confederation is excluded from the AS_PATH path length calculation
D. The intraconfederation EBGP default TTL value between sub-ASes is 255
E. IBGP sessions inside a sub-AS have a default TTL of 1
Correct Answer: AC

The questions and answers in the above mock exams are carefully designed by experts 
from BestCiscoDumps to ensure that they contain the latest and relevant information. 

If you want to pass CCIE dumps as soon as possible, please contact us to get the complete 
CCIE dumps to prepare for the exam! 
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